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Mr. Anderson, Members of the Conference Committee and Attendants of this twenty-third Annual Kentucky Highway Conference, I
appreciate the opportunity to be with you to discuss some aspects of
urban expressway design.
This vast subject can only be briefly highlighted in a short talk.
Highway construction has always been outpaced by
new car production, while increasing population has
shifted into cities and overflowed into urban sprawls all before our very eyes. This phenomenon is rapidly
reducing our older urban expressways' capabilities to
the extent that the average driver cannot move to _and
from work as fast as he did ten years ago, and in the
larger central business districts much slower than his
grandfather got there with a horse.

from travel time savings, reduction in vehicle operating
cost and decreases in traffic accidents. But we sometimes wonder if the public knows this.
Speaking of traffic accidents, while thumbing
through one of the national news magazines, I read that
according to the National Safety Council the fatality rate
in travel by horses or horse drawn vehicles was more
than ten times greater than it is by motor car today .
Travel by horse produced 25 . 5 fatalities per 100 million
miles traveled, but travel by auto produces only 2. 1
fatalities per 100 million miles.

Opportunities to build new highways to get people
between home and work in urban areas have dwindled
and are now only attained by large scale displacement
of homes and other non- highway land uses.

This made me wonder, with all the shooting
portrayed by television Westerns, the good guys and
horses always survive, so maybe it's the 100 million
miles of travel that accounts for the scarcity of horses,
except at Churchill Downs.

Growing public concern for preservation of the
environment, not to mention cost spirals and funding
problems, has not eased the highway departments'
responsibility to provide the transportation facilities
necessary to keep pace with increasing traffic demands .
Nor has the clamor for more mass transit been
accompanied by a public desire to abandon automobiles
for a more desirable mass transit system . We've been
left with the job of improving the capacity of existing
streets and highways while we wait for the technological
break-through to resolve the choking of cities.

One of the major objectives in urban expressway
design is minimum displacement of families and
buildings . Another design objective is to locate express way routes along neighborhood edges or within nonresidential areas to avoid creating barriers within
communities. So we followed existing barriers such as
railroads, streams, rivers, etc., and thus ran out of
routes to follow. Now all we have left is to upgrade
existing facilities.

There are two urban transportation problems to be
solved: The peak hour congestion arising from commuter
trips to and from the C.B.D.; and, the increasing
demand for person, goods and service trips throughout
the entire day and night in the entire urban and
surrounding area.

Where once the intersection of two streets at
grade was the only interchange needed for horse and
buggy traffic, better intersections had to be developed
as horseless buggies started to scare off the horses. The
Rotary then became the popular form of intersection
design. It channeled crossing traffic into a common
direction of travel and afforded a trave l distance around
part of a circle for the otherwise conflicting traffic to
merge without crashing. However, it wasn't long before
traffic volumes increased. In spite of larger traffic
circles, no spaces to merge were left and the grade
separation of crossroads emerged with turning ramps to
get traffic between the two levels . As turning traffic
increased, some smart guy invented the full cloverleaf
and allowed all directional and free flow interchanging.

Statistics indicate, in urban areas of over 50, 000
population, 93 percent of person trips are by car, 5
percent by bus, and 2 percent. by rail; and in the movement of goods, virtually all travel within urban areas is
by vehicle.
Studies of future total transportation needs indicate
highways will remain the major carrier, and improvements to street and highway systems cannot be diminished.
In only the largest cities can mass rail transportation
supply some of the demand . In all other places the
demand remains to be supplied by vehicles on existing
and proposed highways with mass transit supplied by
bus service over highways. The characteristics of
speed and flexibility account for vehicular transportation's
phenominal growth.

But traffic wouldn't stop increasing. The cloverleaf then fell short of satisfying the increased leftturning volumes because it allowed traffic to enter each
main road before that roadway could clear the traffic
that wanted to leave it. The main roadways between
on-ramps followed by off-ramps were augmented at first
by auxiliary lanes and later by collector- distributor

We know that direct public benefits are derived
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on the expressway to another exit, thus contributing to
expressway congestion either way.

roads which reversed the ramp sequence and allowed
traffic to leave before more traffic entered. This
relieved through-traffic congestion, but turning traffic
was still slowed down by weaving friction on the collectordistributor road. The C-D, then, was only a partial
solution and larger, more expensive bridge structures
were required.

We should plan for further traffic growth at least
20 years ahead, but somehow something always happens
that cuts the project down, stretching the dollar for
instance. There are situations in which eight-lane
expressways are totally congested during peak periods.
A minimum of 10 lanes would be required for an acceptable level of service,

Then, when parkways at first, followed by expressways, started crossing each other, it became necessary
to provide ramps with capabilities almost equal to thru
traffic lane capacities. The loops of cloverleafs, if
enlarged in radii, occupied too much space and the bridge
for main roads and separate C-D roads on both sides,
over and under, pushed the ramps outwardly into
surrounding development.

However, we forego efficiency and safety on a fivelane, one-way expressway, unless there are no closely
spaced exits and entrances, and hence no reason for
vehicles in the left lanes to move across four traffic
lanes to an exit. Such expressways have been developed
as dual-duals or four-roadway designs. This makes it
possible to provide the additional lanes which aren't
practical in a two-roadway expressway, limited to a safe
maximum of eight lanes.

The need of direct interchange ramps in high-cost
locations forced us to make interchanges more compact
and we used mutli-level structures at highway crossings.
The three- level interchange was soon followed by the
four decker, and we devised a variety of interchanges
which labeled us as pretzel makers. I still get lost on
some of my own interchanges.

Widening of deficient expressways by addition of
lanes to existing pavements largely rules out profile
and alignment improvements, and widening requires new
underpasses and temporary traffic detours. Such detours
usually require temporary bridges to maintain the heavy
traffic flow.

Many metropolitan areas have developed street
and highway networks generally in the typical pattern of
radial and circumferential routes. Most of these systems
await completion of vital gaps and upgrading of older
routes.

Conversion of a two - roadway expressway to the
dual-dual system with four roadways allows construction
of a new roadway on each side of the existing expressway
with little interference with existing traffic. On opening
the new flanking roadways to traffic, the existing inner
pavements and bridges will then be free of traffic, and
can be rebuilt as necessary to correct substandard
conditions.

Typically, many interchanges are conventional
cloverleaf types. Many of the turning volumes exceed
the capacity of the loops. Reconstruction of these
interchanges is necessary using direct ramps capable of
higher capacities. In many instances it is only necessary
to replace one of the adjacent loops with a direct ramp,
thus eliminating the weaving conflict by arranging the
exit ramp to preceed the entrance ramp.

In many instances crossroads also need widening
within the interchange. area, especially to insure proper
traffic flow to and from ramps. Where crossroad alignments need improvement, it is generally best to relocate
the crossroad over new bridges which can also serve new
direct ramps. The relocated crossroads and bridges
can be built while traffic is maintained on existing
crossroads.

Short distances between interchanges also create
weaving conflicts and hazards on expressways and reduce
the potential benefits of interchange improvements and
additional lanes. Collector-distributor roads are usually
necessary to ease this weaving friction.
Where many close interchanges are involved and
C- D roads are used, they form an almost continuous
parallel roadway on each side of the existing expressway,
resulting in a four-roadway facility - -more commonly
called a dual-dual expressway.

The dual-dual expressways have other built-in
advantages. They permit inner roads to be used for
passenger transportation only, while mixed traffic is
confined to the outer roads. The mixture of light and
heavy vehicles on expressways results in slowing down
passenger cars--these constitute the lion's share of
traffic. Mixed traffic promotes accidents, due to more
lane changing, obstructed visibility, increased passing
of slow moving vehicles, etc. Mixed traffic lanes rate
average capacities of only two-thirds the capacity of
parkways carrying only passenger cars. Without trucks
each lane has the capability of averaging 1, 500 or more
passenger cars per hour. Exclusive passenger roadways
can also be used to better advantage by express buses
which match the agility of the light vehicles when on a
non- stop run.

As to expressway capacity, it is reasonable to say
that the average expressway lane's mixed traffic capacity
is about 1, 000 vehicles per hour, provided expressway·
geometrics satisfy reasonably high standards.
Unless sufficient lanes are provided the desirable
level of service will be drastically reduced. For when
we load-up a lane, headways between vehicles must be
clo13er and speed reduced. Drivers change to faster
moving lanes, but under continued high volume demand,
all lanes soon saturate to stop and go operation. Vehicles
in the left lanes have little opportunity to move to an exit
on the right forcing them to crawl to get over or to stay

If trucks use all four roads, there are also greater
hazards due to trucks interchanging between the parallel
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inner and outer roads. The slip ramps are left-hand
entrances and exits. Keeping trucks in the right-hand
lanes of the outer roads eliminates weaving across all
lanes of the outer roads, thus also improving the capacity
of the outer roads.

used, they are very costly to police and require a lot of
cone handling.

The dual-dual expressway with inner roads that
exclude trucks, automatically provid~s a line haul bus
mass transit corridor. Exclusive bus lanes on expres sways currently popular are possible where there is a
sufficiently unbalanced peak traffic directional distribution
to allow borrowing a lane for buses. Where they can be
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The modern dual-dual urban expressway provides
space for at least three lanes in its inner and outer
roadways. Initially, it can provide two lanes in each of
the four roads, but will have the 'built-in provision to
grow with traffic. Future work can be confined to the
medians. Hopefully, by the time of another widening,
Detroit will have resolved the air and noise objections
to vehicle use as required by the national Environmental
Policy Act.
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